How to reach the GSSI

The closest airports are located in Rome (Fiumicino Airport - www.adr.it/fiumicino  Ciampino Airport - www.adr.it/ciampino).

Drivers can take highway A24 from Rome and take the exit L’Aquila Ovest; then, follow the road signs to the city center and those with the logo of the GSSI.

There are daily runs from Rome (timetable), Giulianova and Pescara to L’Aquila. Buses from Rome leave from Tiburtina railway station (bus parking lot is in front of station main entrance). For more information please visit www.tuabruzzo.it

TUA buses final stop in L’Aquila is the bus terminal, located in the "Collemaggio" Park. From there, in 600 mt walk you can reach GSSI.

Gaspari bus company provides direct bus runs everyday from Ciampino and Fiumicino to L’Aquila as well as from Tiburtina railway station (same parking of TUA buses). You can find timetable and fare info on www.gasparionline.it.

From Ciampino and Fiumicino to L’Aquila there are also other bus companies like Prontobus www.prontobusitalia.it and Flixbus www.flixbus.it

When in L’Aquila, Gaspari, Prontobus and Flix buses stop at Hotel Amiternum. From there you can take any bus going towards the city center and get off at Collemaggio Terminal Bus. Also taxi cabs are normally available at Hotel Amiternum. You can also call radio-taxi company (+39 0862 25165 - www.radiotaxilaquila.it).

Furthermore you can check the website of Trenitalia National railway company (http://www.trenitalia.com) where you can find trains to Rome and also combinations of trains to Rome and Freccialink buses to L’Aquila. The meeting point for the Freccialink buses in Rome is just in front of the exit of Tiburtina train station; in L’Aquila, as well, the stop is in front of the train station, about 2 km from the GSSI).